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Summary 

A beam envelope equation of linac with 

off-centered elliptic emittance has been deve

loped. By means of this equation with given 

initial conditions the transport of the off

centered beam phase space in various fields 

can be solved directly. 

Introduction 

The transverse equation of motion of a 

single particle in linac is given by the 
following differential equation 

a IZ) d'!I + a.lz) d!J fa/X)" .=: FIZ) , 0) 
• dz a ,a:z c/ .-

where y is the transverse coordinate of the 
particle, z the distance of transport, F(z) 

the forced term and the coefficients ai(z) 

eIpose the characteristics of the linac, de

termined by the beam energy, the external 

electric and magnetic fields, the space charge 
effect, beam loading and radiation, etc. 

Due to construction and installation 

errors, measuments show that no real phase 
space in practice is centrosymmetric ellipse, 

and, therefore , it is of both practical and 

theoretical interest to develop the beam enve

lope equation with off-centered elliptic emit
tance. 

Solution of homogeneous equation of motion 

First consider the homogeneous equation 
of a single particle, i.e. the eq.(1) without 

the forced term F(z), 
aJ'Z.)J" + a,IZ)J' + a/z)} :: 0, d (1/ 

where "," is the differential operator dz 
Let Yt(z) and Y2(z) be two linearly inde

pendent. solutions of the eq. (1 )', we have the 

wronskian1 

I ~,(:z:) :i,(;/.)/:: I J,IZ.J J,.lz·Jjex [_jZ (1.,IZ) d:z7 (2) 
, -' r.J/( J 'P Z'D at/fZ) j y,'t;l.) !ia (Z) !I, fZ.J .Jl Z" .> 

which is not invariant with respect to the 

transport variable z because of the term 

e-,xp[-lZ Y!! dZ] 
.T. a,,(Z) • 

But, by using the relation 
_ (z a,rz) dz = -1,'" ~ dz + jZo.!:J.E} dz 
Jzo I2tJ (Z) ~ a.f7.J j atJfZJ / 

the eq. (2) can be rewritten as 

I 

JI (20) J/Z} [I J, (7.) :f,l2o) 1 J 
J,'IZJexr/ ~Z~:':;d~ !J/Z)e,xpn'~dZJ:: J;7,)eKf~-'~;~ !JAleit~~,J1 J (2 

which now is invariant with respect to the 
transport variable z. 

Let us find the differential equation of 
motion which has (2)' as its wronskian. 

Eq. (1 )can be rewritten as 
[ Zq,l2!,j ('q,rZ)d Fr. /,zq,tZJdZ. 

:! [,/(Z) e 1 a;ii! ZJ + ~ eJl a.I" Z.'IIZ}:;; -E. e ' a;TzJ 
dZ :J' 4(/Z} a~(Z) 

or 
dP[Z) ,.. 
--;rz f IUZ)JIz} = ""IZ») (3) 

where y(z) is still the transverse coordinate 
of the particle, p(z) = m(z)y'(z) is physically 
interpreted as the equivalent momentum of the 

particle with its equivalent mass In(zJ=eYf[f~,tzJdz7 
J Qli%; J J 

tl,IZ} [£2q (2/ ] 
a..(Z) '" a.IZ)~Xf f ~dz 

racteristics of the 
the equivalent linear cha

linac, and ~IZ)= F(z'eYf[1Zq,rzJe/zj 
O.,(Z} )1 Q()(ZJ 

the equivalent forced term. 

First consider the homogeneous differential 

equation of a single particle, i.e. the eq.(3) 
without the forced term G(z), 

dPIZ) + afz)"lz) = 0 13/ tlZ J . 

Let (Y1 (20), P1 (z» and (Y2(z), P2(z) be , 
two linearly independent solutions of the eq.(3), 

it is not difficulty2 to show that the very ex
pression (2)' is their Wronskian. 

With initial conditions Yl (0) 1, Pl (0)=0, 
Y2(0)=0, P2(0)=1 the Wronskian turns out to be a 
constant. 1, i.e. 

I 
:f,tZ) J,I.ZJj= I J,(O} j,IO) 1== I 1. °1 I == 1. 
p,lz) P,IZ) P,II» P,IO} 0 

The general solution of the eq.(3)' is the 

linear combination of the two linearly indepen
dent solutions 

,:/rz) = !/IO)!/,IZ)+ P(O)!f.{"z;), 

and, by definition. the equivalent momentum 

prz) = mlz) '1'IZ} =!I 10) '" tz)1,'lz) + pro.JIn'Z) !!/IZ) =J(o)f,rz Hfill)p,rzj 

giving the transformation of the phase space 

with 

R(z) 

[ 
'1!,zI] :: [ !I,IZ) 'i,lz} ][3 (0 )/ = RJz) [ '1(O)J 
P(z) P'lzl I'.w PIO)) Plo) 

the determinant of the transport matrix 
equal to unity, i.e. 

I fUz) :: = I J 
J,IZ) :i.iZJ/ 1. 

P, II) f>,1Z) 

(.I;!) 

Consequently, the volume of the beam phase 
space (y(z), p(z» is conserved. 
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Let the initial off-centered elliptic 

beam phase space be described by the reduced 

sigma matrix 0; .:::[flo -:,~ol with 10';/ = i , or 
-tltJ <r" 

[30-),' P,,-f,7o;-'[J,-A']=[J,_A P._ul[1'o «'J! Yo-A'J: E. 
f!,-I"p 0 (1 l> OJ !JIo (111 ~-fo / 

where ( },o;"o ) are the initial coordinates of 
the ellipse's center, yo=y(O), Po=p(O), 

1
)'0 Cia/=/?'!O) DilO}!=1 and7f£ the area of the 

0(0 (3" c«(o) ~(()) J 

ellipse. 

The initial elliptic phase space can be 
rewritten as 

,-y ""-' [7, do] _, [!f,-Au] _ ~ 
[!f.-~, Po-t,] Rlz)/2"'(z) Ii: p. IUZ)R.iZ) I':,-f, - . (5) 

Combination of (4) and (5) gives the beam 
phase space at the distance z 

[!fIZ)-),rzJ flzJ-fiZJ] ;:: E [
'lIZ) oilZ.l[!JIZ)-),iZJj 

orlz} flZ} PIZ)-f'IZ) I 

with the ellipse's centE!X_transfarIlled into 

[
)lIZ)] := R-(Z)[;\o] 

}JIZ) )1, , 

and sigma matrix transformed into 

_I =[1 IZ ) O((Zl=[B.lzi -f,lzlo:-I[P,IZ} -J,IZ)/ 
cr (z) lilZ) (311) -'1,(2) !iJZ) 0 -PJZ) !f,IZ)}. 

By the eq.(4)', the determinant of the 

sigma matrix 
/cr-b / = / fG -:rr;u /1 ao-III f(,-I(ZJ 1:= f) 

showing that the area of the off-centered 

elliptic beam phase space is conserved in 
transport. 

(6) 

(6/ 

The transformation of the elliptic para

meters (7) can be rewritten in the following 

!flu) jr~'l -.!kZip,lz) Ci., (7/ 

P:iZ) Y.J) 

Solution of 

non-homogeneous equation of motion 

Now return to the non-homogeneous diffe
rential equation of motion (1). 

A particular solution of the eq.(1) is 
1 readily found to be 

[ (z !I,fZ) " (52 Q Izi Jd J '1,IZ) = -;j,lZ} )0 a;7Z)T'Z)f!XP J a:f»d~ Z -3,(0) t 

+ :1zIz)[ f,z ~:I":,frz}e.xp (~z::r:,dz)JZ tlnlo}!l/fO)] 

::; !JIZ) -t '/,IZ)!/,Io) + !f,fZ)""IO)Y';IO)) (8) 

where the abscissa of the central orbit devi

ation due to the forced term F(z) is 
iJ Iz} = -fj,(Z}J.

z 
!ldz} Hz) e¥" (~Z 5!!!!:)dz ldz t 
4,,{zJ I JJ CI"tZl :/ 

1-.'I,lz) r%WFlz)~f{f:'1BJdz)dz 
)(1 Qo{X) J tJ",Z} • 

After differentiation, we have 

J;;Z) = _y,'I(z) [l,z::::: Hz) f!-xpffff$;)dz)dZ - !ffiO) ] T 
-I'.'I:(Z)[r lU!:! FIz) eXf ((Jz EL!!! dz)dz .,.1»(0) Y:IOJj + c/;:(IZZ~ 

D (/crzJ UJ a()(~) . r 0 / 

n'IZ) = _/(Z/Z~ Flz)~)(f(fZq'l>.ic/z)dz -t 
-j JI)" Clo(Z) ? a,t:z.) -

tu/(Z)jZ W J'(z)0fp('f z 
Ee; dz\ ell'. 18/ 

J2 0 (fo{7-) 3 Cf(ll'L):; • 

Direct substitution of the solution (8) 
and (8)' into the equation of motion (1) proves 

that they, indeed, satisfy the non-homogeneous 
equation 

a,lz) 3:
I

(Z) 1- 0., (Z) f/;(Z) T Cl,(z) !I~IZ} = Frz 7. (9) 

Combination of (1) and (9) gives the homo
geneous differential equation 

o./Z)[!J(Z) -1F
IZ ) ]'1+ a, II} [!f(z} -YFIz)ft (1.12) [Y(z)- !fFIZ) ] = o. (/0) 

Therefore, the whole theory for the homo

geneous differential equation discussed in the 
previous section can be resorted to. 

By the eq.(4), we get the transformation 
of the beam phase space 

[ 

!ifZ} - !iF (2)J = !UZ)!!fo - YFD) 

Prz) -f"lZ) p. -P" , 
(it) 

where YfO=Yf(O), Pfo=Pf(O)=m(O)Yfo. 

The solution (8) and (8)' can be rewritten 
in the matrix form 

[ 
Y<IZ)] [!fFDJ r ~IZ) 1 
P,IZ) = RJz) PFO + lmlzJo{z) , 

(/2) 

h LIJ(Z)] [1)(Vj were ,== 
(1)112) BIZ} 

is the central orbit 

deviation due to the forced term F(z)a 
SUbstitution of (12) into (11) gives the 

foundamental transport formula 

[ !f(Z)-~IZJJ f(. ['10J 
Plz)-eIZ) = Iz) P, . 

(13) 

For the homogeneous case, i.e. F(z)=O, we 
get lJ(z}=o/ 81z):0 by (8) and (8)', and therefore, 

the transformation (13) is reduced to (4), 

shoving that [~IZ), em] is, indeed, the central 

orbit deviation under the action of the forced 

term F(z). 
SUbstitution of (13) and (6)' into (5) 

gives the off-centered elliptic beam phase 

space at the transport distance z 
-I [!fIZ)-r7IZJt)(Z))] 

["IZ)-(?lz)+MzJ) Plz)-(BIZJ'/"I'i2J)] rr (2) f ((j UI);::; E 
J . . (Z) - (z}t f' Z) ) 

(l1f.) 

where the coordinates of the ellipse's center 

are [(~12!t).IZ]); (Blz)f)l(z)) J. 
For the homogeneous case, i.e. F(z)=O, 

')(2)=0 / BiZ) =0 J the beam phase space (14) is 
reduced to (6). 

According to the reference3 , the projec
tion of the two-dimensional beam phase space 
(14) onto one-dimensional subspace y(z) gives 
the upper boundary 

E"IZ)=[(}fZ)f),(ZJ] +)£IIZ)) (15) 

and lower boundary 
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of the beam envelope as shown in Fig.1. 

p 

Fig.1 Upper and lower boundary of the 

beam envelope generated by the off

centered elliptic beam phase space. 

Beam envelope equation of linac 

with off-centered elliptic emittance 

By differentiation of (15) and (16) and 

use of (7)', a simple algebra2 gives the beam 
envelope equation of linac with off-centered 
elliptic emittance 

a..(z) [ £ (z) - (0 (zJt )'{Z))r + a, iZJ [ E (z) - (Q (z)f .>.iZJ)F + 
qo(;~ )£2-

-t!t,(Z)[Elz)-(;JIZ.)f,\(Z))] - '[£ ( )113 =0 ((7) 
In (2) (z)- PIZHA(Z) 'J 

where A(Z), the displacement of the ellipse's 
center due to the initial off-setting ()..~ f. 
satisfies the homogeneous differential equation 

G.oIZ)X/(Z) + tL,CZ))..'(z) i- q,{z)A!Z) =- 0 (/8) 

with initial conditions .11(0)=), j )(CO) = -!!!o)j 
and 21Z) , the central orbit deviation due to the 

forced term F(z), satisfies the non-homogeneous 
differential equation 

a.lz) >][z) t a,(Z) "liz) + ct,JZ)? (z) = f- (z ) (19) 

with initial conditions 'J IQ) =() / 1:/(0);; 0 

Substitution of eq.(18) and eq.(19) into 

eq.(17) gives a more concise form of the beam 
envelope equation 

N / CLr,(z)£ .... 
a,tz) £ (Z)fll,lz)c (2)tl?,lZ)ErZ)- [ 3 =;::(z) (20) 

",'Iz) Elz)-(11l)+).(zV] 

Given the initial elliptic phase space 0;; = rp.otJ/,] 
[-0{. i. 

off-centered at ( ),'j f. ), which by eq. (15) and 
(16) is translated into the initial beam enve-

{ 
E :;),.+;qs. 

lope conditions ~ ( r. / for the upper 
E. =,fl.- u .,,;} )lmIO} p. 

boundary and (E. = A. - Jfji. for the lower 
Eo':; !;Ju to(,jJj, )Im!o) p. 

boundary, we can solve both beam envelope boun-

daries Eu(Z)' El(Z) from the differential 
equation (20). 

The useful complete translation between 

the initial elliptic phase space and the ini

tial beam envelope conditions is readily 
proved to be 

(E.-),.)("'.)E.'-~.) l 
f "t[ (E,-A. )t( ",ca if,' _p,il. 

£ (F.-A,)' . 

It is instructive to consider the special 

case of a single particle with the elliptic 
phase space contracted to a single pOint, i.e. 

£ =0. The beem envelope equation (20) is 
reduced to the differential equation of motion 

for a single particle 

a.(z}E'jz) 'f"a,(zJ£fz) i- (t,{z)E(z) = F(z)) 

which agrees with the eq.(1). 
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